READ BEFORE USE
Consumer Instructions for Use

AirLogic™ Anterior Trunk Support

Standard-Cut
Stretch

Standard-Cut
Zipper

Package Contents

● AirLogic™ Anterior Trunk Support
● 4 Mounting straps including anchors
● 4 10-32 Mounting screws

Wheelchair Requirements

● Wheelchair with a solid backrest set approximately
at shoulder height.

Slim-Cut
Stretch &
Non-Stretch

Standard-Cut
Non-Stretch

Options
" If mounting to a back with 1/4-20
t-nuts, order 1/4-20 screws
● If mounting to the canes, order
Anchor Bands (sold separately)

Tools Required

● 1/8” (3mm) Allen Wrench
● 5/16” (4mm) Allen Wrench

AirLogic Close-Up
Side-Release Top
Buckles w/ D-Rings
Zipper (Optional)

Breathable &
Moisture-Wicking
Technology

Swiveling Bottom
Buckles w/ D-Rings

Anchor w/
Mounting Screw
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Installation

Step 1: Position
Seat user in the chair. #

#

Once adjusted for the ideal posture, position top straps over the
shoulders and wheelchair Back.
The top of the neck cutout on the support, should not rise
above the client’s sternum. If the support is rubbing the
neck or causing discomfort, adjust.
Avoid interference of the straps with other devices or
feeding tubes.

Step 2: Mark Screw Location

Standard-Cut

Slim-Cut

The screws included are designed to mount into a 10-32 t-nut
located on the rear of the Back. If using a Back with 1/4-20
t-nuts request 1/4-20 screws.

#

Locate the t-nut to mount your anchor to. Unzip the cover if it’s
difficult to feel the t-nuts. Mark the location on the outside of the
cover with a single dot.

Screw Hole
in Anchor

If mounting to a sling chair, use Anchor Bands. See Mounting with
Accessories below.

Step 3: Adjust & Mount Straps
Adjust and mount the top straps first. Once the top straps are
secure, adjust and mount the bottom straps.

#
#
#

To adjust, tighten and loosen the webbing within the tri-glides,
buckles and/or anchors. Pull D-rings to tighten hold.

Slide webbing through anchors to secure

See diagram (to the right) for directions on how to slide the webbing
through the anchors.
Once the webbing is secure in the anchors at the desired length,
poke a hole through the cover where you previously marked the
screw placement. The hole should match up with a t-nut in the
Back. Screw the anchor to the Back using the allen wrench.

#

See diagram (to the right) for the location of the Posture Belt t-nuts
on AEL Backs for mounting the straps. If preferred, the anchors can
also mount to any of the t-nuts located in the lateral columns.

Optional: Mounting with Accessories (sold separately)
Anchor Bands
Slide Anchor Bands down the canes into the desired position. Screw
the belt anchor to the hole located on the Anchor Band.

#

Strap Guides
After mounting the top straps, determine the desired location for the
Strap Guides on the rear of the Back. Mount the Strap Guides into the
t-nuts. Slide the top straps of the Posture Support into the strap guides.

Cleaning
Machine wash the panel separately in cold
water on a delicate setting. Use a mild
detergent. Do not use bleach.
Air dry or machine dry on a delicate setting.

#

Dual-Pull Strap Kit
Prior to mounting, replace the Front-Pull top straps with Dual-Pull Strap
Kit.
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